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What’s new in version 10.10
In this version we have added improvements and new functionalities that will allow you to customize Evolution and 
obtain greater productivity. We have updated the Manager with a more modern design and we have also included 
the possibility of customization with logos and corporate colors of the client. 

Several functionalities have also been added that will allow everyday operations to be carried out in a simpler, 
safer and faster way.

These are the most important new features that version 10.10 introduces:
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Manager update, with a side menu and the most up-to-date and usable design

Manager and Webagent’s corporate logos and colors customization possibility, creating different 
themes that you can select by platform

Configuration of the phone number to be displayed to customers, by campaign or even 
customizable by record to call

What’s new in version 10.10
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Quickly create a new campaign by cloning an existing one

Validate if the phone number is on the Robinson list by consulting a web service

Import of “Do Not Call” phone lists

Possibility of configuring the available reports per user

Configuration of user password strength requirements

Improvements in importing contacts to be called, establishing new filtering rules and obtaining the 
result of imports

Asterisk 16 and FreePBx 15 certification

You can now change the qualification of completed records from Manager’s supervision view

Adaptation of the integrated softphone in Webgent to allow using SIP on any web browser

Other improvements in screen monitoring, iAgent, generic connector...
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Manager  
update

The Manager’s new look is certainly the most visible change. The front-
end has been redesigned, so that the menu bars and submenus that 
were previously at the top in a horizontal arrangement have become a 
vertical menu with the possibility of collapsing to allow greater visibility to 
the working area.

The buttons have been redesigned with solid texture and straighter lines, 
abandoning the blurred and curves. On the other hand, the fonts and 
icons have also been changed for cleaner, simpler and clearer styles.

Another important change is that, from this version, the Manager will 
have an independent installer. In the case you wanted to install a new 
release of Manager, it would not be necessary to install the entire 
Evolution Server.

01  Manager update

01
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02  Manager and Webagent personalization

Manager and  
Webagent  
personalization

In this version, themes can be defined with two objectives: to give the 
corporate aspect of the company and that these changes are not lost 
after the installation of an update.

Following a documented procedure you can set logos, button colors, 
menus, fonts and custom styles, all saved with the name of a theme. 
Subsequently, from the centralized configuration, the name of the theme 
is defined and the applications will be displayed using that theme.

02
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Configuration of number  
to display CID

You can select the phone number to be displayed to customers on 
outgoing calls, as long as the telephone operator allows it. These settings 
can be configured at the campaign or record level.

From the campaign administration you can set the phone number to be 
displayed. Additionally if you want to establish a specific number to be 
displayed personalized by customer, you must choose the field in the 
customers table that contains the number to be displayed.

If no number to be displayed is set, it will be set as up to now, taking into 
account the configuration of the outbound route or the configuration of 
the PBX’s trunk.
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03  Configuration of number to display CID
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Campaign cloning

Now you can create new campaigns based on the 
configuration of existing ones:

You can even select those specific configuration sections 
that you want to replicate:

04

04  Campaign cloning
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Checking if the phone number  
is on the Robinson list by consulting  
a web service
In this new version, there is the possibility that just before dialing a certain phone number, Evolution server 
will consult an external web service that will decide whether to continue dialing that telephone number or if it 
should be considered invalid for any reason that its logic determine.

The information that Evolution sends through an HTTP POST request to the WebService will be a JSON with 
the following format:

 {
                “PhoneNumber”: “XXXX”, 
                “TransactionId”: 100000001, 
                “CustomerId”: 100000001, 
                “CampaignId”: 100000001
}

05

05  Checking if the phone number is on the Robinson list by consulting a web service
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Where:

The response that the web service will return will be like the following:

PhoneNumber: String type. Telephone number to call. 

TransactionId: Numeric type. Transaction Id associated to the phone call.

CustomerId: Numeric type. Customer Id. 

CampaignId: Numeric type. Customer’s campaign Id.

{ 
“IsValid”: true,  
“ResolutionCode”: 0, 
“Reason”: “”
}

The call will only go ahead if the phone number is considered valid. If the call is made from the dialer and 
the phone number is not valid (or an error has ocurred in the web service petition), the transaction will be 
automatically ended using the resolution code configured for this.

05  Checking if the phone number is on the Robinson list by consulting a web service
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Importing ‘Do Not Call’ lists

In this new version, the option to import / delete 
lists of phone numbers that must be considered 
DNC (Do Not Call) is enabled.

You can now import the DNC CSV files in a similar 
way to how you import customer records CSV files:

06

06  Importing ‘Do Not Call’ lists
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After uploading the CSV file you will be able to choose:

Type of action to be performed

CSV field where the phone number to be managed is

Apply this action to the Global DNC or select the campaign or list of campaigns where the 

action will take effect

These actions performed on the DNC lists may be consulted later thanks to an audit that is being recorded.

The content of those CSV files imported for this purpose can also be viewed at a later stage and those that are 
not desired to be kept in the system can be deleted. This can be done through the existing administration of CSV 
files that you have been already using, for a similar purpose, with the customer’s import CSV files.

06  Importing ‘Do Not Call’ lists
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Possibility of configuring
the available reports  
per user

As of this version, it is possible to establish for each user the specific list 
of reports to which they will have access.

This new feature will be accessible from the user’s roles edition screen. 
You will be able to grant access to the user to each available report 
individually or by blocks, according to the catalogues of reports defined 
in the system (the default reports and the ones defined by the admin):

07

07  Possibility of configuring the available reports per use
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Configuration of user password’s 
strength requirements

From this version, you will be able to globally set through the Evolution Configuration Editor, the password 
strenght requirements that every user accessing the system either from Manager or WebAgent must meet:
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08  Configuration of user password’s strength requirements
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In case of entering a password that is not in accordance with the requirements configured, a message will be 
displayed informing the user what the requirements are based on the requirements established in the configuration:

08  Configuration of user password’s strength requirements
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Improvements in importing 
contacts to be called

In this version, the possibility of validating the records before 
importing them into the Evolution tables has been added. The 
validations are of length, character cleaning...

The feature of returning the result of the import of a CSV file 
in order to identify the records that could not be loaded and 
the reason for discarding those records has also been added 
in this release.
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09  Improvements in importing contacts to be called
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Asterisk 16 and FreePBx 15 
certification
For security reasons and improvements available in the new versions, the necessary developments have 
been made to be able to use Evolution 10.10 with the latest Asterisk long-term support (LTS) version, which 
is version 16 certified. The new SCM setup has been made with FreePBX 15 and CentOS 7.9 operating 
system.

This new version of Asterisk will allow Evolution, in a near future, to carry out more telephony operations than 
the current version by using the new programming interface called ARI (Asterisk REST Interface).
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10  Asterisk 16 and FreePBx 15 certification
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You can now change the  
qualification of completed records
from Manager’s supervision view
From supervision it is now possible to change the last disposition code assigned to a client. This way, a 
supervisor will have the possibility of correcting qualification errors made by the agents.

This functionality has some restrictions: you are able to change only the disposition codes of the current 
day’s transactions. It is not possible to change the end of transactions that have already been moved to the 
history tables.

11

11  You can now change the qualification of completed records from Manager’s supervision view
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On the other hand, changing the disposition code will not modify any other values and it will be the 
supervisor’s responsibility to set the status, list, assignment and re-planning values to the desired 
values. For example, if the customer record was ended by mistake and it has to be rescheduled for the 
agent, in addition to changing the disposition code, you must change the status to available, the list to 
the value ‘scheduled by the agent’, assign the corresponding agent and then set the rescheduled date 
and time.

11  You can now change the qualification of completed records from Manager’s supervision 
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Adaptation of the integrated  
softphone
Until this version, the integrated softphone had two technological possibilities: SIP softphone for the agents 
using Internet Explorer or WebRTC for the ones using Chrome, Edge Chromium or Firefox web browsers.

In this version, the possibility of using SIP in any browser that runs on a Windows device has been added. 
Due to Internet Explorer discontinuity reasons, those clients who do not want to switch to WebRTC 
technology and until now only had the option of using softphone or external hardphone, can now use the 
integrated SIP softphone with other updated web browsers.
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12  Adaptation of the integrated softphone
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Other improvements in screen 
monitoring, iAgent, generic
conector...
Other improvements included in this version are:

13

iAgent: the component used to render web pages using the MS Edge engine has been 
updated.

Manager component for screen monitoring has been adapted to support other web 
browsers. Until now it was restricted to Internet Explorer.

Generic connector, with the use of this connector, customers and partners will be able 
to connect to other messaging channels not integrated in the current connectors without 
the need for ICR Evolution to generate the corresponding connector. This connector must 
be completed with the specific receiving and sending operations of each channel to be 
integrated, usually making use of APIs and web services provided by the provider of the 
channel to be integrated.

13  Other improvements in screen monitoring, iAgent, generic connector…
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Express configurator  allows you to set the protocol (http or https), language and passwords 
of the database users in a very simple way and avoiding manual editing of files and Windows 
registry

13  Other improvements in screen monitoring, iAgent, generic connector…
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